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SUMMARY
A co-ordinated research programme on assessment of environmental exposure to
mercury in selected human populations as studied by nuclear and other techniques has been
initiated by the IAEA in collaboration with WHO. The purpose of this CRP is to promote
national and regional studies to evaluate the exposure of selected population groups to
mercury and methylmercury and to estimate potential health risks in these groups. The
programme is focused on the analysis of human head hair for the determination of mercury
and methylmercury. This CRP has two main components: Ci) identifying population groups
that are at risk, and (ii) studying health effects in the exposed persons, particularly pregnant
women and the babies born to them. This document reports the disscussion held during the
first Research Co-ordination Meeting (RCM) for the CRP which took place at the IAEA
Headquarters in Vienna.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The levels of naturally-occurring mercury in the environment are generally low, except in the
immediate vicinity of mining sites and chloralkali plants for the industrial extraction of mercury. Most
of the mercury in the environment is natural rather than the result of human activities. Inorganic
mercury can be methylated in the environment aiid the resultant methylmercury is readily taken up
by some organisms - more readily than inorganic mercury. Although environmental levels are
generally low, the high capacity of some organisms to accumulate mercury means that the metal is
found widely in both aquatic and terrestrial animals and plants. Methylmercury is released more
slowly by aquatic organisms than inorganic mercury.

CRP OR Environmental Exposure to Mercury

Non-occupational groups are primarily exposed to methylmercury through the diet. However,
depending upon the level of contamination, air and water can also contribute significantly to the daily
intake of total mercury. In most foodstuffs, mercury is mainly in the inorganic form and at very low
concentration levels. The exceptions are fish and fish products, which are usually the dominant source
of methylmercury in the diet. The consumption of even small amounts offish can markedly affect the
intake of methylmercury. For example, a weekly intake of 200 g of fish containing 2000 /tg
mercury/kg will, if consumed, provide an intake of 400 ng of mercury (mainly methylmercury). This
is twice the tolerable recommended weekly intake (PTWI) set by WHO and FAO.

The effects of methylmercury on the adult differ both qualitatively and quantitatively from the
effects seen after prenatal and possibly early postnatal exposures. Clinical and epidemiological
evidence indicates that prenatal life is more sensitive to the toxic effects of methylmercury than adult
life. Inhibition of protein synthesis is one of the earliest detectable biochemical effects in the adult
brain, though the sequence of events leading to apparent damage is not yet understood.
Methylmercury can also react directly with important receptors in the nervous system. With regard
to prenatal exposure, the effects of methylmercury seem to be quite different and of a much more
general basic nature affecting normal neuronal development and leading to unbalanced brain
architecture, heterotopic cells and decreased brain size. Methylmercury may also be acting, perhaps
through inhibition of the microtubular system, in terms of cell division during critical stages of
formation of the central nervous system. Recent epidemiological studies have shown effects on early
childhood development and mental ability of children, whose mother were exposed during pregnancy
to 3^* times the PTWI.

Since mercury is "excreted" from the body partly by deposition in hair, the analysis of hair
provides a convenient tool for estimating body burdens of this element, and thereby also provides an
indirect measure of dietary intake. Long term daily intake of methylmercury between 3 and 7 /ig/kg
body weight has been shown to lead to hair concentrations of approximately 50-125 /ig/g. Lower
levels of intake corresponding to the provisional tolerable intake established by WHO and FAO
(0.2 mg/week Hg as methylmercury) are expected to result in hair concentrations of 5-6 fig Hg per
gram hair.
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This first research co-ordination meeting for the CRP was attended by all nine present holder
of research contracts or research agreements, or their representatives, two observers and four of the
Agency's staff members. A complete list of the participants and the agenda of the meeting are given
in Annexes 1 and 2 respectively.

II.

OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this CRP is to promote national and regional studies to evaluate the exposure of

selected population groups to mercury and methylmercury and to estimate potential health risks in
these groups. The programme is focused on the analysis of human head hair for the determination of
mercury and methylmercury.
Two components of this CRP were foreseen. The main component (the "core programme")
is focused on identifying population groups that are at risk. This should be done mainly by hair
analysis. Then, having identified the population at risk, various kinds of supplementary studies can
be carried out. For example, the analysis of blood from the same selected persons is also of interest
and could be included. Analysis of other materials (i.e., fish, sea food, water, cereals, etc.) suspected
of contributing an important amount of mercury or methylmercury to the diet or environment of the
groups concerned, may also be included. Finally, the study of health effects in the exposed persons
(particularly pregnant women and the babies bom to them) would be of interest.

HI.

ELEMENTS AND MATRICES OF INTEREST
The CRP is focused on the determination of mercury and methylmercury in human head hair and

other relevant samples. Selenium is another element of related interest. Apparently it protects animals
against the toxic effects of methylmercury and alters the tissue distribution and excretion of
methylmercury and the inorganic to methylmercury ratio in tissues. This fact is due to the high

CRP on Environmental Exposure to Mercury

affinity of methylmercury cations to selenides and diselenides. Information on the selenium content
of head hair and other materials may therefore be of interest.

IV.

WORiONG PAPERS

The working papers presented at the meeting are reproduced in Annexes 3 - 1 1 as follows:

Annex No.

Tide

Chief Scientific Investigator

M.B.A. Vasconcellos

Determination of total mercury and methylmercury
in human head hair by radiochemical methods of
analysis

C. Bruhn

Total mercury and methylmercury levels in pregnant
women, nurse women and prescholar children
residents of fisheries in the eight region of Chile

Chai Chifang

Study of mercury level in scalp hair of typical human
population exposed to mercury in China by NAA
and other techniques

J. Stary'

The study of chemical forms of mercury in human
hair and other bio-environmental samples

I. Bacso

The effect of methylmercury on small animals and
the use of their hair as a reference materials for
mercury
control

and methylmercury

analytical

quality
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8

Preparation

S. Gangadharan

of

standard

hair

material

and

development of analytical methodology
9

G. Ingrao

Mercury levels in defined Italian population groups

10

S. Sarmani

Intake of mercury through fish consumption

11

M. Horvat

Analytical quality control in studies of environmental
exposure to mercury

"Paper presented by Dr. J. Kucera, representing Dr. J. Stary

V.

WORKSHOPS
A number of workshop presentation were also made at the meeting. The themes were

proposed by the participants. In general, most of the workshop presentations dealt with specific
problems that the participants have encountered in their research, experience obtained in the
applications of analytical techniques or other subjects related to the CRP objectives. A list of these
presentations is given below:
Author

Title

J. Bacso

Investigation of mercury concentration in fish

J. Bacso

An unusual form of mercurial :sm

C. Bruhn

Aluminum analysis in human serum by electrothermal atomic absorption
spectrometry

CRP on Environmental Exposure to Mercury
S. Gangadharan

Human head hair as an effective first level monitor of environmental
exposure to inorganic pollutants.

M. Horvat

Determination of methylmercury in biological certified reference materials

J. Readman

Work on methylmercury at the IAEA Monaco Laboratory.

J. Kucera

Mercury species in the environment

VI.

CONCLUSIONS
It was agreed that the programme should have two components a "core programme" and a

"supplementary programme". AH participants should carry out research within the framework of the
core programme, following the guidelines agreed upon during this meeting. In addition, any
participant could study other matters relevant to him/her within the supplementary programme; this
research could include the study of biological or other indicators of damage produced to humans (e.g.,
chromosome aberrations) by excessive intake of mercury and its compounds, to include in the study
population groups which live in remote areas of difficult access, to analyze blood samples from the
selected population, to determine other analytes which are of interest to the programme (i.e.,
selenium) or have some local or regional relevance.
Selection of study groups
Since this CRP is focused on population groups suspected of ingesting larger than normal
amounts of mercury and/or its compounds, the selection of these study groups should be centred on
populations living near coastal areas and with fish or seafood as main components of their diets.
Fishermen and their families should be considered as primary target groups. These groups should
include pregnant women, adults and, whenever possible, newborn children. Although hair sampling
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from newborn children may be difficult for a number of reasons (little or no hair available, religious
reasons, etc.), efforts should be made to obtain such sample due to the importance of the information
which might be obtained. Participants should also consider other possible sources of mercury and
particularly methylmercury when selecting their study groups. There is evidence that methylmercury
may also be found in beef and poultry. These animals are, in some countries, fed with fish meal
which may already contain methylmercury. It would be necessary to select a control group to be used
as a reference for the determination of the "normal" concentration levels in hair of the elements of
interest. Such a group should have a diet with low amounts of fish and seafood and live in areas
which are free of natural sources of mercury. Some participants may consider the selection of a
control group living in remote areas but in a rather clean (mercury free) environment. The number
of samples collected from the control group should amount to 20-30% of the total samples to be
analyzed within the project.

A questionnaire should also be completed for each person from whom samples are obtained,
including children. A draft of a questionnaire was produced during the meeting. Participants are
requested to study the proposed document and make any suggestions and comments they may have
to improve it. The proposals should be sent to the IAEA as soon as possible in order to have a
definitive document before participants begin to collect the samples for analysis. The draft of the
questionnaire is attached as Annex 12.

Sampling

The sampling procedure outlined in the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
on The determination of methylmercury, total mercury and total selenium in human hair, Reference
Methods for Marine Pollution Studies No. 46 (draft), October 1987, prepared in co-operation with
WHO and IAEA, should be followed. This procedure has been adopted by the IAEA's International
Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity, Monaco. This procedure should be followed closely by all
laboratories participating in the programme. This procedure indicates that:

CRP on Environmental Exposure to Mercury
"Hair may be cut using scissors, fromseveral sites, preferably in the
occipital area, and as close as possible to the scalp1, in an amount whbh
corresponds to about 2 grams, (amounts are best estimated by comparing them with
a prepacked sample of known weight) but the minimum required is about half a
gram."
"The hair is collected on a sheet of white paper with proximal ends on the
same side2 and subsequently transferred with tweezers, or by folding the paper and
letting hair slide into a plastic bag. The proximal ends are identified3 by a line,
drawn on the outside of the bag with a marker".
"Ten hairs, if long, are plucked or cut off the scalp, wrapped in a sheet of
plastic foil and placed in the bag with the rest of the sample, to enable later
sectional analysis, if required4".
"The bag is then stapled at several points to immobilized the hair as much
as possible, and then closed by folding the open end and stapling".
"Differences in the concentrations of mercury in hair of the same subject
have been reported depending on its sampling site on the body and also in various
areas of the scalp. These differences might in part be accounted for by the

l
With regular consumption of seafood there will be no major variation in the concentration of
Hg orMeHg within a few millimetres fiom the scalp and hence, minor differences in this distance
will not affect the comparability of results.
2

Does not apply for short and/or curly hair

3
In long hair Hg and MeHg concentrations at the far end are influenced by repeated washing,
application of cosmetic preparations, etc. Thus, the distal end may no longer correctly reflect the
exposure. The ends of very long hair are cut off to a length of about 10 cm.
4

It is suggested that this pan of sampling be postponed to a later stage and applied to cases
for which the results indicated high exposure.

8
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variability of analytical results and/or by local contamination; if true, they are not
expected to be large enough to influence the interpretation of data".

Sample preparation

To remove oily and greasy material from the hair samples, along with adhering dust and other
paniculate matter as well as a large fraction of Na and Cl, while at the same time by avoiding as
much as possible any large losses of chemically-bounded trace elements, a mild and highly
reproducible washing procedure is recommended. The sample preparation procedure indicated in the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) on The determination ofmethylmercury, total
mercury and total selenium in human hair. Reference Methods for Marine Pollution Studies No. 46
(draft), October 1987, prepared in co-operation with WHO and IAEA, has been modified and should
be followed by all laboratories participating in the programme. This procedure as been adopted by
the IAEA's International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity, Monaco. This procedure indicates that:

"Hair is cut with stainless steel scissors into segments as short as possible
or powdered in a teflon homogenizer after freezing in liquid nitrogen, transferred
to a test tube or beaker and washed with acetone". The sample should be covered
completely with the solvent and mechanically shaken or stirred at frequent
intervals, for 10 minutes and the solvent carefully decanted. The sample is dried
at room temperature. Then the sample is further homogenized using whichever
technique is available at the laboratory but proven to be reliable. Additional
washing is men carried out. The homogenized hair sample is then washed three
times with distilled water followed by another and final washing with acetone. Each
washing step should last for 10 minutes and the solvent carefully decanted. "The
hair remaining in the beaker after the last acetone wash is left to dry, protected
from dust and draughts, in the open container and then transferred into a clean test
tube or envelope".

CRP on Environmental Exposure to Mercury

Although the contamination of the sample with methylmercury is very unlikely to occur under
normal laboratory practices, extreme precaution has to be observed to avoid contamination with
inorganic mercury.

Analysis
Nuclear analytical techniques can play an important role in this CRP. Neutron activation analysis
(NAA) has been used extensively for the analysis of hair and other biological and environmental
samples. Although it is applicable mainly for the determination of total elemental content, its precision
and accuracy and almost complete freedom from contamination problems have made it the method
of choice for many applications. WHO has used it as a reference method in several of its programmes
related to mercury and methylmercury. NAA in its instrumental form can contribute to the
determination of total mercury in the samples of interest for this CRP.

Discussion were held as regards the suitability of the 203Hg or

197

Hg for the analysis. Both

radionuclides have their positive and negative points. The low energy gamma-ray emissions of 197Hg,
69 and 77 keV, would allow a faster and perhaps more sensitive determination of Hg. However, that
particular region of a gamma-ray spectrum may show the contributions from other radionuclides
emitting closely similar energies and could make the analysis of the spectrum more complicated. On
the other hand, if the laboratory has a low-energy-photon detector (LEP) these photopeaks should be
used for the evaluation of the Hg content of the sample. The use of the

203

Hg requires longer

irradiation and decay times and its gamma-ray emission of 279 keV, the more used one, may suffer
interference from

73

Se. Participants could use whichever nuclide or energy they want to but they

should be aware of the potential problems and make the necessary corrections, if needed. Losses of
mercury and methylmercury are unlikely to happen during NAA of hair samples. The reason is that
mercury and methylmercury are strongly bound to proteins and sulphydryl groups in the hair. These
bonds are difficult to break during irradiation. However, participants are encouraged to test their
NAA procedures for any losses which might occur. Losses of mercury and methylmercury are more
likely to occur from the standards during irradiation. To avoid such losses, or at least to minimize
them, it is recommended that such standards be prepared from chemical reagents (preferably HgCl3
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or Hg(NOj)2), dissolved in an adequate solvent and a given volume deposited on a filter paper
impregnated with a 10% aqueous solution of cysteine or thioacetamide.

PIXE, and particular micro-PDŒ, is another nuclear-related method which could be applied
in this study if longitudinal hair mercury profiles are needed.

The determination of mercury species requires the use of more conventional analytical
techniques. In this case, and in particular for methylmercury, the techniques to be used are atomic
absorption spectrometry (AAS) and gas chromatography (GC). In addition, it would be of interest to
develop alternative methods for determining methylmercury and other organic mercury compounds.
In this framework the participants attention is drawn to the procedures adopted by the IAEA's
International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity, Monaco, which are described in the UNEP
documents: i) Determination of methylmercury in selected marine organism by gas chromatography,
Reference Methods for Marine Pollution Studies No. 13, November 1984, prepared in co-operation
with FAO and IAEA, and ii) The determination of methylmercury, total mercury and total selenium
in human hair. Reference Methods for Marine Pollution Studies No. 46 (draft), October 1987,
prepared in co-operation with WHO and IAEA. Participants are also encouraged to follow, whenever
possible, the approaches recommended by the appointed reference laboratory (see next paragraph).
This laboratory has participated in the development and description of the analytical procedures
described in the UNEP documents mentioned above. Recently, this laboratory published a new
approach to the determination of methylmercury by gas chromatography [Talanta 37(2) (1990) 207].

Analytical Quality Assessment

The study of mercury in most biological and environmental samples involves determining
amounts of mercury and methylmercury in the ng or sub-ng range. Therefore, considerable attention
should be given to the analytical procedures to ensure that the data obtained is of good quality as
regards accuracy and precision. During the meeting it was agreed that participants in the CRP must
validate their proposed analytical methods before starting the active phase of the analytical
programme, that is before analyzing actual samples. This should be done with the aid of various
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analytical quality control materials. Reference materials with certified concentrations of Hg are
available from institutes such as the IAEA and NIST. Reference materials with certified
methylmercury concentration are rather scarce. At present there are only three such materials, namely
Dogfish Muscle DOIiM-I (0.731 ± 0.060 mg/kg), Dogfish Liver DOLT-I (0.080 ± 0.011 mg/kg)
and Lobster Hepatopancreas TORT-I (0.128 ± 0.014) available from the National Research
Council of Canada. The Agency will provide the participants with some of its own reference
materials.

The most troublesome aspect, however, would be finding a suitable and reliable human hair
reference material. In fact, there is only one such material available and it is the HH Human Hair
reference material from the Shanghai Institute of Nuclear Research, Shanghai, China. This material
is certified for mercury (2.16 ± 0.2 mg/kg) but not for methylmercury. In this connection, the
Agency is planning to prepare two new hair reference materials. If possible, one of these materials
would have a low concentration leveis of mercury and methylmercury and the second a high
concentration of these analytes. Two participants in the programme are at present designing the most
suitable approaches to achieve this.

It was also agreed that, during the active phase of the analytical programme, the Agency will
send to all participants in the CRP "blind" reference materials. Each participating laboratory will
analyze these samples using the analytical techniques employed for the analysis of actual samples and
report their results to the Agency for evaluation. This external quality control procedure will attempt
to detect sources of errors, if any, in the analytical methods, allowing the correction of the problem.

A third analytical quality control exercise will be the analysis of samples exchanged by the
participants among themselves and analyzed by all the laboratories with all the available techniques.
It is expected that this kind of collaborative exercise will encourage the exchange of experience,
information and knowledge among the participating institutes.

One of the participating laboratories will serve as "reference laboratory" for the CRP. The
selected laboratory is the "Josef Stefan Institute", "E. Kardelj" University, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia.
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This laboratory has a large experience in the analysis of the analytes of interest for the CRP and is
also contributing with analytical expertise to several other international programmes co-ordinated by
different international organizations. Participating laboratories could send some of their samples,
collected in duplicate, directly to the reference laboratory for analysis. The samples should be sent
along with the values already determined by the participant for the analyte(s) of concern. A copy of
such results should be sent to the Agency. This procedure aims at cross-checking the values obtained
by the participating laboratories and should not be misinterpreted as an analytical service. The results
obtained by the reference laboratory should be sent to the participant concerned and to the Agency.

Reporting and evaluation of the analytical data

Each participant should keep his/her own database with all the information concerning the
samples, analytical data and information on the persons from whom the samples were obtained
(questionnaire). It would be desirable that participants use computer software for this purpose such
as a spreadsheet (Lotus 1-2-3 or Quattro). In this way, the exchange of information among the
participants and between the participants and the Agency will be facilitated. In addition, having the
data in a somehow "standard" format will simplify any action in the future if it is decided to carry
out an interpretation of the data as a whole or to compare the information obtained in this CRP with
that from other sources.

New participants

It was recommended by the participants that the Agency should make efforts to bring into the
programme institutes from regions different from those already represented in the CRP. It was
suggested to contact institutes in Africa and in Central America and the Caribbean. Population groups
in countries in these regions may also have problems with high dietary intake of mercury and
methyifnercury through fish and seafood consumption.
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Exchange of information

The exchange of technical information is fundamental within a CRP. The Agency will
contribute with reports, publications, literature searching from the INIS database, reference materials
and analytical quality control services. Participants in this CRP agreed to maintain close contact
among them and exchange any information they think is relevant for the programme. It was also
suggested that a Newsletter should be issued to keep all participants informed about Agency activities,
international conferences and meetings and other matters on the subject of interest. The first such
Newsletter would be issued by the Agency during the last quarter of 1991. Subsequently, other
participants may be willing to issue following editions.

Next meeting

The next research co-ordination meeting was tentatively scheduled for September-October
1992. The venue has not been decided yet but the participant from Malaysia indicated that he would
be willing to host the next meeting. Participants were asked to provide information on any
international meeting scheduled to take place during September-October next year in their countries
or nearby so as to combine the RCM with such meeting.
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CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME ON
ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE TO MERCURY IN SELECTED
HUMAN POPULATIONS AS STUDIED BY NUCLEAR AND OTHER TECHNIQUES

FIRST RESEARCH CO-ORDINATION MEETING
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY HEADQUARTERS
VIENNA, AUSTRIA, 10 - 1 3 JUNE 1991

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

CRP Participants
Dr. Marina B.A. Vasconcellos
Radiochemistry Division
Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas
e Nucleares
IPEN-CNEN/SP
Caixa Postal 11049 - Pinheiros
05499 Sao Paulo/SP
Brazil

Tel.: (55-11)2116011
Fax:
(55-11)212 3546
Telex: (011) 83592IPEN BR

Dr. Carlos G. Bruhn
Facultad de Farmacia
Universidad de Concepcion
Concepcion
Chile

Tel.: (56-41) 234985 Ext. 2252
Fax: (56-41) 240280
Telex: 260004 TEUCO CL

Dr. Chai Chifang
Institute of High Energy Physics
Academia Sinica
Department of Nuclear Chemistry
P.O. Box 2732
Beijing 100080
People's Republic of China

Tel.: (86-1) 284222 or (86-1) 2563339 ext. 202
Fax: (86-1) 8213374
Telex: 22082IHEP CN
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Dr. J. Bacso
Institute of Nuclear Research of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
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Hungary

Tel.:
Fax:

Dr. S. Gangadharan
Head, Analytical Chemistry Division
Bbabha Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Bombay 400 085
India

Tel.: (91-22) 551 0489
Fax: (91-22) 556 0750
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Dr. Giovanni Ingrao
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Sanitari degli Agenti Nocivi
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C P . 2400-00100 Roma
Italy

Tel.: (40-6) 30484540
Fax: (40-6) 30484630
Telex: 613296 ENEA CA

Dr. Sukiman Sarmani
Fak. Sains Fizis Dan Gunaan
Univ. Kebangsaan Malaysia
43600 Bangi, Selangor
Malaysia

TeL: (60-3) 8250262
Fax: (60-3) 8256086
Telex: UNIKEB MA 31496

Dr. M. Horvart
Jozef Stefan Institute
University of Ljubljana
Jamova 39
P.O. Box 100
61111 Ljubljana
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Tel.: (38-61) 371 321
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IAEA CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME ON
ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE TO MERCURY IN SELECTED
HUMAN POPULATIONS AS STUDIED BY NUCLEAR AND OTHER TECHNIQUES

FIRST RESEARCH CO-ORDINATION MEETING
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY HEADQUARTERS
VIENNA, AUSTRIA, 10 - 13 JUNE 1991

AGENDA

10 JUNE (MONDAY)

9.00
9.30

Registration
Opening of the meeting
Chairman:

S. Gangadharan

Programme overview and status report
E. Cortes Toro
Working p a w r s

14.00

Brazil:
Chile:

M.B.A. Vasconcellos
C. Bruhn

Chairmar:

Chai Chifang

Working Daœrs (continuation}
China:
CSFR:
Hungary:
India:
Italy;

Chai Chifang
J. Kucera
J. Bacso
S. Ganghadaran
G. Ingrao
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11 JUNE (TUESDAY)

9.00

Chairman:

S. Sarmani

Working papers (continuation)
Malaysia:
Yugoslavia:

S. Sarmani
M. Horvat

Workshop presentations
M. Horvat
Exhibition of a video film on Mercury and
Methylmercury produced by the I.Stefan Institute,
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia
14.00

Chairman:

S. Sarmani

Workshop presentations (continuation)
I. Bacso
C. Bruhn
S. Gangadharan
J. Readman
I. Kucera
12 JUNE (WEDNESDAY)

9.00

Chairman:

J. Kucera

General discussion
I.

Core programme:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Selection of study groups
Infonnation to be collected on test subjects
Sampling: sample size, collection procedures
Sample preparation: cleaning, weighing,
homogenization, drying
Analysis:
for total mercury
for methyl mercury
for other analytes

v)
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14.00

Chairman:

J. Kucera

General discussion (continuation1)
vi)
vii)
13 JUNE (THURSDAY)

9.00

Analytical quality assurance: internal and
external analytical quality control, reference
materials
Reporting and evaluation of analytical results

Chairman:

G. Ingrao

General discussion (continuation)

14.00

II.

Supplementary programme

i)

Topics to be supported

m.

Other topics

i)
ii)
Hi)
iv)
v)
vi)

Exchange of information
New participants
Next meeting
Report on the meeting
Final remarks
Closing of the meeting

Visit to the IAEA's Laboratory, Seibersdorf
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DETERMINATION OFTOTAL MERCOlY AND> METHYLMERCURY
IN HUMAN HEAD HAIR BY RADIOCHEMICAL METHODS OF
ANALYSIS

M.B.A. Vasconcellos*, M. Saiki, G. Paletti

Institute for Nuclear and Energy Research
Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission
Caixa Postal 11049, CEP 05499
Sao Paulo/SP, Brazil

'Chief Scientific Investigator

I.

INTRODUCTION

Human hair samples have received lately much attention for studying trace elements in vivo.
They can be used foi monitoring environmental exposure to pollutants as well as for evaluating
poisoning by heavy metals.

Also the trace element composition of hair can be used for assessing nutritional status and can
be related to human health or disease.

Hair samples have the advantage of being easier to collect and to prepare than other biological
materials, like blood, urine, tissues, organs and others.

On the other hand, elements such as mercury are absorbed by hair and retained over a period
of time they remain on the head, while blood and urine levels indicate transient concentrations [I].
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Instrumental neutron activation analysis, due to its multi-elemental capabilities, has been
applied by several authors to the trace analysis of many elements in hair. In the specific case of
mercury and other elements like arsenic, selenium and antimony, also radiochemical separations have
been developed.

Lin et al. [2] analyzed head hair of 32 dentists and 30 normal controls by INAA and
compared the results with cold vapour atomic absorption and NAA combined with Pb(DCC)2
preconcentration. The normal range was from 1.91 to 5.44 ppm and the values for dentists were from
4.32 to 24.14 ppm.

Noguchi et al. [3] also analyzed hair of 58 dentists from a public hospital and 50 dentists from
private clinics, using INAA. The ranges were from 2.47 to 13.7 ppm for the dentists of public
hospital and from 2.08 to 10.6 ppm for the dentists of the private institutions. The authors point out
that these values are lower than in the past, whioh suggests that sufficient care is currently being taken
by dentists in Japan in the handling of amalgams.

Lind et al. [4] used RNAA as reference method for analysis of hair for quality control of four
laboratories using CVAAS. The reference materials Ispra-I4 and IAEA HH-I were analyzed as well
as hair standards prepared at the laboratory.

Al Shahristani and Al-Haddad [5] analyzed several hundred samples of human head hair
including "normal" people and people who had ingested organic mercury compounds. The mercury
contents in hair of "normal" people were from 0.1 to 12 ppm. People who had ingested mercury but
showed no symptoms had hair mercury concentrations from a few to 300 ppm. Mild symptoms
appeared with 120-600 ppm mercury levels in hair and severe with 400-600 ppm.

Muramatsu and Parr [6] studied the relationship between concentrations of some trace
elements in hair, liver and kidney from autopsy subjects. The elements Ag, Co, Cr, Hg, Sb, Se were
determined by INAA in most cases. Hg and Se in some of the liver samples with very low levels of
these elements were determined using a radiochemical procedure. It was concluded that, with the
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exception of Hg and to a lesser degree selenium, hair analysis did not provide a useful measure cf
the trace element status of the subjects included in the study.

A lot of attention is also being given lately to the determination of methylmercury in
biological samples, since mis organic form of mercury is more readily taken up by some organisms
than inorganic mercury.

Methylmercury is generally determined by atomic absorption and gas chromatography.
Anyway, some papers in the literature show that radiochemical methods could also be used for this
kind of analysis.

Stary [7] described a method for separation of mercury (II), methylmercury and
phenylmercury compounds based on the solvent extraction, to be used prior to the activation analysis
or by other methods.

Stary and Prasilova [8] have studied the isotopic exchange between methylmercury and
inorganic mercury in sulphuric acid medium. This procedure can be used for the determination of
methylmercury chloride down to 0.01 ppm.

The same authors [9] state that they have performed rapid and highly selective determination
of methylmercury chloride m the ppb range. The procedure consists of the extraction of
methylmercury chloride into benzene and of the addition of potassium iodide-131 to the organic
phase.

This method has been later applied to the determination of methylmercury in fish, also by
Stary and Prasilova [10]. The content of methylmercury in frozen cod, frozen marena and in fresh
carp has been compared with the total content of mercury determined by cold vapour spectrometry.
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U.

LOCALIZATION OF THE POPULATIONS OF INTEREST

The initial part of the project was devoted to making contacts with scientists working in
environmental, occupational and public health studies. Correspondence was sent to all the WHO
Environmental and Occupational Epidemiology Network participants in Brazil, according to
information provided by the IAEA. Also other contacts were made in Sao Paulo and other cities in
Brazil.

These efforts resulted in the localization of two possible regions of interest:

1.

Region of the Billings Dam, which is localized at one of the most heavily industrialized parts
of the country, where there is suspicion of pollution by chlor-alkali and other industries.
People living in several parts of this Dam consume frequently fish caught by themselves,
without much control from public health authorities. The population groups of interest were
determined by the CETESB, which is the State Company responsible for environmental
control in Sao Paulo.

2.

Region of the Xingu Park, located in the Amazonie region, where the gold exploration
activities have risen much concern due to the use of mercury in the process. Tons of mercury
are thrown in the rivers of the region annually.

The study of populations in this region will be conducted in collaboration with physicians of
the School of Medicine of Sao Paulo, who for many years have been working with Indians and other
local inhabitants.
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m.

EXPERIMENTAL

m.l.

Collection and washing of hair samples
Hair samples were collected from two main groups up to now:
- Control group, of 30 people without any suspicion of contamination by mercury, e.g.,
university students and friends.
- Group of people living near the Billings Dam, in a small village called "Santa Cruz", of
which 28 samples were collected up to now.
The samples were collected according to the procedure recommended by the IAEA [H].

in.2.

Instrumental neutron activation analysis of total mercury

Preparation of mercury standards
Mercuric oxide, HgO, Aldrich Gold Label, 99.999% pure, was dissolved in diluted nitric acid
and taken up to a concentration of 2.143 mg Hg/mL.
This stock solution was diluted to 20.769 /tg Hg/mL and fifty microliters were pipetted onto
Whatman No 40 filter paper. After drying for several hours at room temperature, the sheets of filter
paper were encapsulated and sealed in double polyethylene envelopes.
Analysis of mercury standards
The mercury standards so prepared were checked by means of instrumental neutron activation
analysis.
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Each sheet of encapsulated filter paper was placed between two other standards and irradiated
for 30 minutes under a thermal neutron flux of about 10" n c m ^ s 1 .

After about 70 hours cooling time, the mercury standards were measured in a gamma-ray
spectrometer with a GMX 20195 ORTEC Ge Detector, an ADCAM 918A Multichannel Buffer and
associated electronics. Data reduction was performed by using the VISPECT2 software, developed
by D . Piccot, from the Laboratory of Saclay, France.

The gamma-ray peaks of 69 and 77 keV of '"Hg (t,A = 64.14 h) were used for the analysis.
Eight mercury standards were analyzed in this way and considering both peaks, sixteen results were
obtained.

Below is a summary of the results obtained:

ji = 1.0384 p.g (mass of mercury pipetted)
x = 1.0417 ftg (mass of mercury obtained)
n = 16
Relative standard deviation = 4.4 %
Relative error = 0.32 %

IV.

DISCUSSION

The results obtained for the analysis of mercury standards prepared at the laboratory can be
considered as satisfactory, taking into account the relative standard deviation of 4.4% and the relative
error of 0.32% for 16 data obtained for both peaks of 69 and 77 keV of " 7 Hg. Considering the 8
results for each peak, the values are respectively, 3.3 and 0.74% for 69 keV and 5.5 and 0.18% for
77 keV, which are good also.
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Several authors point out to the possibility of Hg losses from standards even at room
temperature, inside polyethylene capsules. One solution that seems to work is the addition of
thioacetamide to the filter papers [12].

Also during irradiation mercury losses have been encountered, specially for several hour
irradiations at relatively high neutron fluxes. The use of quartz ampoules has been advocated, but they
have the disadvantage of being expensive and giving rise to strong activities on long irradiations.

Pritchard and Saied [12] suggest the use of reference materials instead of pipetted mercury
standards for analysis of hair.

For the study of populations suspected of being exposed to mercury contamination, a
reasonable number of samples have to be analyzed, for instance, 100 or more. In view of this fact,
we believe that the condition of about 30 minutes irradiation at a flux of 1012 ncm" 2 s"\ using
polyethylene envelopes for the hair samples and standards would be adequate and not very expensive.

V.

FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

The samples taken from the control group will be analyzed, using the irradiation conditions
chosen.

More samples will be collected from populations living by Billings Dam and will be analyzed
for total mercury by INAA. Samples from Indians and other inhabitants of the Xingu Park will be
also taken and analyzed.

Experiments will be started with the aim of determining methylmercury in hair samples by
the radiochemical method proposed by Stary and Prasilova [9].
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INTRODUCTION.

The main aim of this project is to perform a descriptive study about the levels of total
mercury (Hg-T) and of methylmercury (Me-Hg) in human scalp hair specimens of a selected human
population of high risk in the Eighth Region of Chile (composed by pregnant women, nurse women
and prescholar children residing in fisheries distributed within the coastal zone of this region), whose
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diet should include fish and shellfish as main food components, and to evaluate the degree of mercury
contamination of this population by comparison with a control population.

TENTATIVE PROGRAMME OF WORK.
First Year.
1.

Definition of a protocol for sample collection and storage.
The procedure for the collection of head hair samples from pregnant and nurse women, and

from prescholar children will follow the guidelines issued for this CRP. Samples will be obtained
from population cohorts well defined in terms of occupation, age, sex, state of pregnancy or nursing,
and clinical history to ensure selection of high risk population sub-groups. According to former
recommendations of IAEA for sample collection, enough hair will be collected from the occipital
region (neck area) to enable several analysis [I]. Precleaned stainless steel scissors (acid-washed and
cleaned with high purity water) and trimmers will be used for collection of specimens, and clean
sealed polyethylene bags will be used for sample storage. The sample collected (ca. 2 g) must be
sufficient to enable duplicate analysis by all the methodologies proposed in this study, and re-analysis
wherever possible.

2.

Selection of procedures for pre-analysis treatment of the samples.
The head hair samples will be washed and air dried according to the procedure recommended

by IAEA for hard tissues [I]. The hair sections for analysis will be cut with clean stainless steel
scissors, and will be pulverized and homogenized by the brittle fracture technique [2].
An optimization study will be performed to select an appropriate dissolution procedure of
homogenized samples based either on a wet-ashing approach using acid digestion in PTTE bombs
(i.e., ca. 100 mg of hair sample in HNO3 or HNO3ZH2O2) [3], or wet destruction under pressure in
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sealed Pyrex tubes [4]. This sample dissolution procedure will be used before assessment of Hg-T
content.

For the extraction, purification and determination of Me-Hg, a reliable procedure will be
selected based on a modification of the AOAC official method for the determination of Me-Hg in fish
and shellfish [SI. This procedure will be tested for hair specimens as a first approach. It consists in
the addition of acid QIC!, HBr, or HI) to a washed, homogenized sample, extracting the Me-Hg
halide into an organic solvent (benzene or toluene). Instead of concentrating the organic extract by
evaporation, a purification step will be done by stripping the Me-Hg halide with a thiol compound
(cysteine) and re-extracting it into benzene. Also, the recommendations from a recent report by
Horvat [6] on the determination of Me-Hg by GC-ECD will be considered as an alternative procedure
with regards to the extraction of Me-Hg halide.

3.

Selection of analytical methodologies.

Cold vapour atomic absorption spectrometry (CVAAS) using a gold/platinum grid for
amalgamation of the mercury vapour will be used in the determination of Hg-T in the dissolved
sample aliquots. Gas chromatography with an electron capture detector (63 Ni)(GC-ECD) will be used
in the separation and quantitation of Me-Hg chloride extracted from the head hair homogenized
samples. Glass (i.e., silanized glass column packed with DEGS-PS) and capillary columns will be
tested aiming at a reliable and rapid procedure to separate and determine this compound.

Instrumental neutron activation analysis (NAA) will be used as an independent method for
periodic external quality control of Hg-T determination and for performing this determination in 20%
of the head hair samples .
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4.

Characterization and validation of analytical methodology.

The repeatability and reproducibility of measurements for Hg-T and Me-Hg will be estimated
in each methodology, as well as the absolute detection limits ( 3 d of the blank), the analytical
precision and accuracy.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the methodologies involved in this study, several certified
reference biological materials obtained from NIST, IAEA and other sources, including human head
hair will be analyzed. In addition, two human head hair homogenized samples will be prepared in
enough quantities, and analyzed for Hg-T and Me-Hg repeatedly, to provide a source of laboratory
control material. These samples will be spiked with known amounts of mercury and methylmercury
chloride for recovery assessment. As laboratory control samples, they will be analyzed periodically
for internal quality control, and to enable the construction of a control chart to monitor the relative
variability of repetitive data.

Reference head hair materials provided as "blind" samples by the IAEA, will be analyzed for
validation purposes as an external quality control procedure of quality assurance. In addition to this
intercalibration procedure, a periodic external quality control procedure (using neutron activation
analysis as an alternative method hi external quality control scheme) will be performed by the use of
"blind" standard reference materials and/or secondary standards (reference values) available through
the cooperation among participant laboratories.

5.

Elaboration and organization of a survey to select the high risk and the control populations.

The total population of 13 fisheries considered in this study corresponds to ca. 22,000
habitants. From this amount, the high risk population group in terms of exposure to Hg and Me-Hg
mainly through the diet (pregnant women, nurse women and prescholar children (2-5 years old) that
will be surveyed are ca. 500. The control population group will be formed also by the same
sub-g.aups indicated above and corresponds to habitants from a town within the Eighth Region that
have no relationship with the marine environment, and whose nutritious habits presumably do not
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consider fish and shellfish as main components of their diets (100 habitants to be surveyed). The total
number of head hair samples expected are approximately 100-150 samples including 25 samples from
the control group.
A survey will be elaborated and applied during the second year project to individuals
belonging to the population groups defined above. The following variables will be preferentially
surveyed: nutritional history, habits, and morbidity (dimension of general discomforts or abnormalities
and record of symptoms during last two weeks). The human head hair samples will be obtained from
sample donors of these population groups, disregarding those individuals presenting congenital or
acquired abnormalities or disorders of neurological character, to avoid any biases of this type.

6.

Field assay of survey application, of sample collection and of analytical procedure.

Before starting the active phase of the project, a field assay will be performed in a third
population of 50 individuals, in which all the procedures described above will be performed. Head
hair samples will be obtained from 10 individuals of these group, following the same criteria and
procedures of this work plan. These samples will be analyzed for Hg-T and Me-Hg.

7.

Evaluation of the field assay.

The results of the field assay will be subjected to a detailed critical analysis to detect errors.
If necessary, amendments will be made either in the survey construction and/or application, as well
as improvements in the aforementioned methodology.

The active phase of this study becomes the core of the work plan for the second year of this
project.
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ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES.

J.

CVAAS

The determination of Hg-T will be performed

in a PE-380 atomic absorption

spectrophotometer equipped with deuterium arc background corrector, a Hg hollow-cathode lamp
(i = 6 mA), a Beckman Lin-Log 10" strip chart recorder, and a home-made cold vapour system
(batch type). The system uses a gold amalgamation stage (quartz tube stocked with a Au/Pt gauze)
for collection of Hg as a preconcentration step. A T-shape open-ended glass tube (170 mm L x
12 mm I.D.) aligned in the optical path of the spectrophotometer is used as the absorption cell, and
Hg-rree air passed previously through a trap with copper strips is used as carrier gas. For the transfer
of the collected Hg to the gas flow, the quartz tube is heated to 700 0 C using a coil of Nichrome wire
and a variable transformer. The peak height absorbance mode is used throughout for measurements.

2.

GC-ECD

Gas chromatography with electron capture detector (available at the Chemistry Laboratory
of Natural Products (Dept. of Botany, Faculty of Biological Sciences)) will be used for the separation
and quantitation of Me-Hg chloride. Two gas chromatographs are considered for this study: a
Shimadzu GC-9A gas chromatograph equipped with capillary columns, 63 Ni electron capture
detector, split-splitless injection system, and a C-R4A Shimadzu automatic integrator; and
alternatively, a Varian 2700 gas chromatograph equipped with packed glass columns, 63 Ni electron
capture detector, and a Waters 740 automatic integrator.

NAA
Instrumental NAA (available at the Chilean Nuclear Energy Commission, Nuclear Research
Centre of La Reina) will be used as an alternative methodology for periodic external quality control
ofHg-T determination, and for performing this determination in 20% of the total number of head hair
samples. About 100 mg of homogenized head hair samples packed in pure aluminium sheets
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(alternatively m quartz vials) will be irradiated for 24 hours at a thermal neutron flux ca.
0.3-1.0 x 10" n-cm"2-sl. After a decay period of 3 weeks, the irradiated samples are counted using
gamma tay spectrometry with a Ge(Li) detector coupled to a 4096 multichannel analyzer. The
measurements are done on the 203-Hg photopeak at 279 keV. The interference produced by the 7S-Se
in this gamma emission is corrected by calculating the relation between this emission and the emission
at265keV.

RELATED WORK

Three members of the group (C.A.B., A.A.R., and E.N) participated between 198f I'>S2 in
the research project entitled "Contribution to the study of contamination by mercury in human
population of Talcahuano, Chile" (Project N° 2.05.24, Univ. of Conception). Assessment of mercury
contamination through the determination by CVAAS of urinary Hg levels of permanent residents in
two fisheries, one contaminated by industrial wastes and waste water effluents (Lenga), and the
second, without this problem (Tumbes), was performed. Mean levels of urinary Hg were 71.0 pg/L
in habitants of Lenga (n = 144; men = 7S.7 pg/L and women = 64.2 /tg/L), and 1.9 /ig/L in
habitants of Tumbes (n = 136). The main reason explaining such difference was attributed to
industrial contamination of the Lenga estuary which ends in the San Vicente Bay.

Recently, determinations of Hg-T have been performed in this laboratory by CVAAS in
several biological standard reference materials, in Chilean seafood and fish samples from the coastal
waters of the Eighth Region of Chile. Table I shows the results obtained in the determination of Hg
in several reference materials.

Some representative results obtained in this laboratory for Hg-T in Chilean seafood are shown
in Table n .

The NAA laboratory from the Nuclear Centre La Reina of the CChEN, acting as external
reference laboratory for Hg-T determination, has wide experience in multielement analysis of trace
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elements in biological materials including human head hair samples, and has available now a clean
room laboratory for sample preparation and trace element analysis.
TABLE L Determination of Hg in several reference materials

Reference material

Recommended or
certified value fig/g

Our values pg/g

NIST, RM-50
Albacore tuna
NIST, SRM-1566
Oyster tissue
IAEA, MA-A-I
Copepod

0.93 ± 0.04
n = 5

0.95

0.060 ± 0.008
n = 6

0.057 ± 0.015

0.30 ± 0.02
n = 3

0.28 ± 0.01

TABLE II. Concentration of total mercury in some molluscs and fishes. Values in usle
Molluscs

Fish
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Fresh navajuelas
Tagelus dombeii
From the Arauco Gulf

CVAAS:
NAA:

0.09 + 0.01 (n=2)
0.08 ± 0.02 (n=2)

Navajuela visceral
tissue
From the Arauco Gulf

CVAAS:
NAA:

0.13 + 0.01 (n=2)
0.17 ± 0.02 (n=2)

Almeja chilena
Semelle solida

CVAAS: 0.096 + 0.024 (n=8)
Range:
0.057-0.135

Canned fish, jurel
Trachums murphi

CVAAS: 0.072 ± 0.033 (n=9)
Range:
0.030 - 0.096

Albacore tuna

CVAAS:
Range:

Fish meal

CVAAS: 0.177 ± 0.101 (n=9)
Range:
0.095 - 0.357

0.83 + 0.32 (n=3)
0.48 - 1.10

Annex 4
FUTUREPLAN
During the second year we expect to perform the survey and sampling processes; the sample
preparation step and the determination of Hg-T and Me-Hg in the head hair specimens of the high
risk and the control population groups. For the third year, and based on the results obtained in head
hair samples, if Hg-T levels are comparative higher in the high risk group with respect to the control
group, the study will be extended to include the determination of Hg-T and Me-Hg in blood samples
obtained from the same populations under study, in water samples taken from the water supplies of
each fishery, and in samples obtained from selected species of fish and shellfish highly consumed by
the population of high risk.

A correlation study will be made between the degree of impregnation with Hg of the
population under study and its dietary habits, to establish the main sources of Hg contamination.
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I.

RESEARCH PROGRAMME

Based on the IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme in Environmental Exposure to
Mercury in Selected Human Populations, the specific Hg pollution background in China and the
available experimental facilities, we have made our working programme for the CRP study as
follows:

1.

Establish NAA and mercurymeter (a variety of AAS for Hg analysis) for determining total
Hg at ppm to ppb levels. The emphasis in total Hg analytical methodology lies in examination
of volatile loss of Hg in various experimental conditions during sample preparation,
irradiation in nuclear reactor and other treatments. We noticed the different volatility of Hg
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reported in literature, which highly depends on its species in biological and
environmental samples.

2.

Establish GC(EC) for Me-Hg analysis. We intend to use the enrichment of Me-Hg on a
specially-prepared sulphydryl cotton column. The preparatory experiments have been carried
out, including acidity, elution and benzene-extraction, etc.

3.

Synchrotronous X-ray microscanning analysis for study of longitudinal distribution of Hg
along scalp hair sample. The difficulty lies in the inadequate analysis sensitivity. Hg is able
to be detected in terms of its L « X line of 9.987 keV, only when the Hg content is above
10 ppm or more.

4.

Collect typical human hair samples in Hg-poIIuted and normal controlled districts.The
tentative target districts with Hg pollution include:

* The Second Songhua River in Northeast China.

* The Ji-Yun River, especially the section near the Tianjin Chloralkali Plant.

* The Wanshan mercury mine in Guizhou Province, if the funds are ample.

Others.

The 9 cm or longer head hair strands will be taken, especially from the pregnant women and
the babies bom to them. Also, some blood samples will be collected, if possible.
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n.

ANALVnCAL TECHNIQUES

1.

Neutron activation analysis (NAA)
Hg has two stable isotopes, Hg-196 and Hg-202. Bom of them are able to be easily

determined by NAA. In Beijing, there are 4 nuclear reactors available: a heavy-water cooled reactor
having the maximum neutron fiux of 8x10" n-cm^-s"1 at IAE; a miniature nuclear reactor with
lxlO H n-cm^-s*1; two swimming pool reactors with 2x10° n-cm"2-s"1.
The radiation detection systems consist of 4 Ge(Li) or HPGE detectors with the energy
resolution of 1.8 to 2.0 keV at Co-60 1332.5 keV and one planar HPGE with good energy resolution
for low-energy gamma ray. The PC-based multichannel analyzer and automatic sample changer are
well-equipped.
2.

GC(EC)
Two sets of gas chromatography devices are available. One is Model Varian Vista 6000 made

in USA, 1984. The other is Model Shimadzu GC-9A made in Japan with C-92A data processor. The
chromatographic column is 10% PEG-20M (3.2 nun dia. x 1.1 m glass). The 60-80 mesh chromosorb
W is used as carrier. The detector is Ni-63 source of 10 mCi.
3.

Mercurymeter (MM)
A set of Model CG - IA mercurymeter made in China with a desorption device of Hg

enrichment. The analytical sensitivity for total Hg is up to ppb level.
4.

Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometer (AFS)
A set of Model WFY-II AFS device with an automatic sampling unit and a Model DW-I

microwave power supply made in China. The analytical sensitivity for total Hg is up to ppb level.
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5.

Atomic Absorption Spectrometer

A set of Model 3300 AAS made by Shanghai Analytical Instrument Company.

6.

Synchronous radiation device

A Beijing Electron-Positron Collider (BEPC) with 2.2 - 2.8 GeV energy and 150 mA
maximum currency intensity. A two-dimensional scanning unit with size - adjustable slit from
10x10 pm to 1x1 mm.

m.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

J.

Volatile loss of Hg during sample preparation

Figure 1 shows the variations of Hg contents in human hair sample and chemical compound
(as a form of Hg(NO3)2 ) with différent drying temperatures for 3 hours. It is evident that no
significant loss of Hg was observed at 15O0C, while the volatile loss of Hg has to be considered when
the temperature is above 1500C, particularly for human hair sample. The less loss of Hg in the
chemical compound relative to the hair is due to the addition of thioacetamide in it as a stabilizer of
Hg-

2.

Volatile loss of Hg during sample irradiation in reactor

Our preliminary results were shown in Figure 2, which indicates that within 1 hour irradiation
duration the volatile loss of Hg can be neglected. However, the extension of irradiation time to over
2 hours will cause severe loss of Hg.
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3.

Interlaboraiory comparison of total Hg analytical quality

We used NAA, MM and AFS to analyze the total Hg in 5 human hair samples for analytical
quality control. The results given by me 3 kinds of methods were listed in Table I. It is clear that the
three methods for total Hg analysis agree very well with each other. Also, it has confirmed their
reliability for determination of Hg at ppm level.

4.

Test of analytical accuracy of NAA for Hg

Using NAA technique, we determined the total Hg contents in two Chinese human hair
reference material (GBW 09101) and two NIST SRMs (citrus leaves, SRM-1572, and pine needle,
SRM-1575). Table II listed our experimental values. It indicates that our NAA technique is
satisfactory for ppm to sub-ppm Hg analysis.

TABLE I. Interlaboratorv comparison of total Hg analytical quality with NAA. MM and AFS
Hair
Sample No.

Total Hg content, ppm
NAA
MM

AFS

A

0.59
0.47

0.596
0.564

0.68
0.71

B

1.11
1.17

0.994

1.08

C

0.44
0.42

0.435
0.441

0.40
0.45

D

0.46
0.49

0.523
0.533

0.51

E

0.44
0.51

0.511
0.518

0.52
0.52

Note: The vacancy means no sample for MM and AFS methods.
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TABLE II. Examination of analytical accuracv of total HB by NAA. Values in DDm
Certified

Sample

This work

Human hair (GBW09101)

2.19,2.17

2.16

Human hair

0.38 ± 0.05

0.30 ± 0.0S

Citrus leaves (SRM-1572)

0.0702

0.080

Pine needle (SRM-1575)

0.202

0.15 ± 0.05

Note: Neutron flux - 8x10" n c m 2 s ' ; Irradiation time - 15 min

5.

Determination ofMe-Hg by GC(EC)

Our experimental procedure for Me-Hg analysis is shown in Figure 3. The first step is to
prepare the sulphhydryl cotton as follows: The 15 g defatted cotton was rinsed in homogeneous
mixing solution of 50 mL thioglycollic acid, 35 mL acetic oxide, 16 mL acetic acid (36%), 0.15 mL
cone. H2SO4 and 5 distilled water for 4 days at 37-38°C. Then the cotton was washed to neutral by
distilled water, squeezed and dried at 38°C in an oven. The final cotton was stored in a desiccator for
use.

The typical Me-Hg peak is shown in Fig.4

The experiment of Me-Hg determination is now in progress.
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hair sample
wash (Ace.- H2O-Ace.)
scissored
0.1g
\
NAA
Hg

0.1 -0.5g

immersed in
5ml 2NHCl,
centrifugatized
supernatant
residue
adjust pH=3
by NaOH+HCl
t
sulphyhydryl
cotton column
1

1ml benzene
extraction
Ge-EC
Me-Hg
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THE STUDY OF CHEMICAL FORMS OF MERCURY IN HUMAN HAIR AND
OTHER BIO-ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES
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119 19 Prague 1, Brehova 7
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INTENDED PROGRAMME OF OUR WORK IN THE IAEA CRP

1.

Compilation and critical evaluation of stability and distribution constants of inorganic
mercury(II)

and methylmercury

complexes

with

inorganic and

organic ligands.

Recommendation of the most reliable data.

2.

The calculation of the optimum conditions (pH, type and concentration of ligand, solvent) for
the separation of methylmercury complexes from inorganic mercury(II) complexes using
extraction and chromatographic methods.

3.

The experimental verification of the predicted optimum conditions using the synthetic
samples.

4.

The investigation of the dissolution of hair samples in the presence of labelled methylmercury
and inorganic mercury(II)in order to recommend the most versatile procedure avoiding the
volatility and destruction of methylmercury species.
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5.

The experimental verification of the separation processes in the presence of dissolved hairs.

6.

The determination of the separated methylmercury complex in the organic and/or aqueous
phases using radiometric methods.activation analysis and atomic absorption.

7.

The analysis of real hair samples from pregnant women and their children.

8.

(The investigation of the uptake and release of methylmercury species by experimental
animals).

RADIOCHENHCAL DETERMINATION OF MERCURY SPECIES

Phenylmercury chloride is generally used as a pesticide. Eg. in Czechoslovakia about 90%
of seeds is treated by a preparation Agronal, containing 6% of phenylmercury chloride. A simple,
selective and sensitive method has been developed for the determination of traces of phenylmercury
chloride in food products [I]. The method is based on the rapid isotope exchange between
phenylmercury chloride and labelled mercury(II) tetrachloride complex in 3M HCl:

C6H5HgCl +

313

HgCl42- = C6H3503HgCl + HgCl42

(D

After isotope equilibrium has been reached, the specific activity of both species is equal.
Phenylmercury chloride is extracted into benzene whereas inorganic mercury remains in the aqueous
phase. The activity of the isolated organic phase is directly proportional to the content of
phenylmercury in the sample. The isotope exchange is not influenced by the presence of other metals.
The sensitivity of the method is 1 ppb.

The kinetics of the isotope exchange Eq. (1) has been investigated in aqueous solutions, in
benzene and in benzene - hydrochloric acid systems for the determination of half-lives and rate
constants [2]. Extremely slow rate of the isotope exchange between methylmercury chloride and
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labelled inorganic mercury(II) in 3M HCl allows the very simple and rapid determination of
phenylmercury chloride even in the presence of a great excess of methylmercury chloride [2].

Methylmercury chloride can be simple determined by the isotope exchange between
methylmercury cation and an excess of labelled inorganic mercury(II) cation in sulphuric acid
medium:

CH3Hg* +

500

Hg2* = CH3203Hg+ + Hg2+

(2)

The determination is not interfered by the presence of great excess of other metals and the
sensitivity of the method is about 10 ppb [3].

An alternative procedure for the determination of methylmercury chloride consists on its
extraction into benzene and the addition of potassium iodide-131 to the separated organic phase [4].
Chloride ion from methylmercury chloride is displaced by iodide ion and the activity of the organic
phase is directly proportional to the amount of methylmercury in the sample under analysis:

(CH 3 KgClU +

131

I- = (CH3Hg131IU + CT

(3)

Inorganic mercury(II) can be selectively determined by the isotope exchange with standard
labelled phenylmercury solution in sulphuric acid medium [6]:

- + C6H5303Hg+ =

203

Hg2+ + C6HjHg+

(4)

After addition of hydrochloric acid, phenylmercury chloride is extracted into benzene. The
content of inorganic mercury(II) can be then calculated from the activity of the organic phase.

The previously described radiochemical methods were applied for the determination of
methylmercury in different kinds of fish [7].
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The extraction chromatography and dithizone extraction were found to be the most promising
methods to preconcentrate methylmercury, phenylmercury and inorganic mercury(II) from 100 500 ml samples [8]. By this manner the sensitivity of the above methods was increased down to
0.01 ppb. A number of potable and river water samples, beer, wine, fruit juices have been analyzed
for their content of individual mercury species.

DETERMINATION OF STABILITY AND DISTRIBUTION CONSTANTS OF MERCURY
SPECIES COMPLEXES.
Distribution constants of methylmercury and phenylmercury chlorides between 14 organic
solvents and diluted hydrochloric acid have been determined using mercury-203 labelled
compounds [S]. Distribution of methylmercury bromide and iodide as well as phenylmercury bromide
and iodide has been also investigated [S].
Distribution of methylmercury, ethylmercury and phenylmercury species between pure carbon
tetrachloride or dithizone solutions in carbon tetrachloride and aqueous phase has been studied in
detail. The stability constants of chloride complexes and extraction constants of dithizonates formed
were reported [9].
The influence of 16 masking agents has been investigated; the distribution data found
experimentally vere compared with calculated values.
Liquid-liquid distribution method has been applied for the determination of the composition
and stability constants of mercury species with L-cysteine. It has been found that inorganic
mercury(II) and methylmercury form complexes with extremely high stability constants [19]. The
above method has been used for the study of complex fonnation of phenylmercury with different
amino acids. Tne stability constant of phenylmercury cysteinate is eight order higher in comparison
with those of phenylmercury complexes with other amino acids [20].
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UPTAKE AND RELEASE OF MERCURY SPECIES BY ALGA AND FISH.

The metabolism of inorganic mercury(H) has been studied in stationary culture of various
planctonic algae [10]. Individual chemical forms of mercury were determined in algae and in the
culture medium at regular intervals.

Biotransformation of methyl and phenylmercury chloride was studied in experiments with
pianktonic algae. It has been found that both species had accumulated very rapidly in algae, however,
they change into less toxic inorganic mercury forms [ H ] .

The rate of formation of methylmercury in sediments from inorganic mercury and the
decomposition of methylmercury and phenylmercury has been investigated using mercury-203
compounds [12].

Labelled methylmercury was used for the investigation of the uptake and release of
methylmercury in fish. Methylmercury adsorbed on fish food remain completely in fish and it is
released with the biological half-tune 110 days. The cumulation of methylmercury directly from water
is extremely rapid; cumulation constant is about 240 days"1. Equations for the calculation of the
concentration of methylmercury in fish were derived [13, 14] and compared with the uptake of
inorganic mercury(II) and phenylmercury [IS].

The cumulation of inorganic mercury(II), methylmercury and phenylmercury species on the
alga Chlorella kessleri has been radiometrically investigated as a function of algal cells and species
studied concentrations, pH-values in the presence and in the absence of different metal salts and
complexing agents. The cumulation was quantitatively described using affinity constants [16,17].

The comparison of the cumulation of zinc, cadmium and mercury on the alga Scenedesmus
obliquus has shown that the cumulation of zinc and cadmium is a linear function of pH-value in the
range of 5...9, whereas the cumulation of mercury species is pH-independent [18].
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The alga Hydrodictyon reticulatum was applied for the study of mechanism of the cumulation
of mercury species. It has been found that methylmercury and phenylmercury can be transported
through cell membranes in the form of neutral halogenide complexes or hydrophobic chelates.
Intracellular ligands, containing probably sulphydryl groups, form very stable hydrophilic complexes
with mercury species which cannot pass through cell membranes 121].
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Recommended values of stability constants Bn of inorganic mercury CX) and methylmercury complexes
with different ligands (T = 250C, I = 0.1 - 1)

Hg2*
Ligand

OH
CN"
SCNNH3
S*
S2O3*
SO32Cl

log B1

log B2

1OgB3

log B4

10.3
18.0

21.5
34.7
16.4
17.5

38.5
19.1
18.5

41.5
21.1
19.3

8.8
-53.0*

6.8

Br

8.9

I-

12.9

HCOOCH 3 COa
GIy
AIa
HCyst"
Cyst*
HEdta3-

CH3Hg*

5.4
4.6

29.9
24.0
13.3
-1.1"
16.9
0.15"
23.8
1.7"

30.5

5.7
18.2
18.4

6.0

40.0

15.3

19.2

20.9

27.5

29.9

9.5
14.1
6.1
8.0
21.2
10.9
8.1
5.3
1.04M
6.6
1.64'
8.7
2.26'
2.7
3.2
7.5
7.5
15.5

42.7
14.6

14.3

log B1

16.6
6.2

* log KD; benzene as solvent
fc
logKs
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INTRODUCTION

Mercury is an ancient poison. Liquid metallic mercury was named " Quicksilver" by
Aristotle. The methylmercury compounds were first synthesized in 1865. Within a year, the two
chemists responsible for the synthesis had died of methylmercury poisoning. Its fungicidal properties
were soon discovered. The use of methylmercury compounds as fungicides became popular in
agriculture, and expanded from the 1940's until the early 1970's [I].

Mercury is circulated naturally in the biosphere. 30,000-150,000 tons being released into the
atmosphere by degassing from the earth's crust and the oceans and additional 20000 tons of mercury
are released into the environment each year by human activities, such as combustion of fossil fuels
and other industrial release [2].
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Mercury is found in the environment in various chemical forms, and the different forms have
different pharmacokinetic properties as regards absorption, bodily distribution, accumulation and
excretion. Elemental mercury, inorganic mercury compounds, short-chain alkylmercurials (methyl and
ethyl), and other organomercury compounds can be distinguished by their toxicological properties.

Mercury vapour easily penetrates through alveolar membrane into the blood. The mercury
retention depends on its oxidation degree, therefore the absorption of mercury depends on ethanol
concentration in blood [3]. There are no information on respiratory uptake of inorganic mercury
compounds and organomercury compounds. The Task Group on Metal Accumulation [4] has stated
that it is known from animal experiments and human exposures that toxic amounts of several of
compounds could be absorbed by inhalation. Some of the organomercury compounds vaporize easily.
Volatility, solubility, and particle size are the main factors that influence the pulmonary absorption
of mercury compounds [S].

In animal experiments there was determined the acute toxicity of inorganic mercury salts and
organomercury compounds. It is summarized in Ref. [6].

Experiments carried out on cat showed damage in brain and the highest concentration of Hg
was found in liver, hair, kidney and brain, in order of list.

Hunter et al. [7] observed four cases of intoxication by Me-Hg. The symptoms were as
follow: heavy general ataxia, dysarthria, and large measure narrowing in field of vision, but the
power of memory and the intellectual power remained uninjured. In the second half of this century
two serious Me-Hg intoxication took place in Japan (Minamata, 1953-60, 111 cases of special
symptoms [8]; Niigata, 1964-65, 26 diagnosed cases). In both cases the water of bay and rivers got
contaminated with industrial Hg release. The human intoxications were caused by consumption of
contaminated fish and shell-fish [9].
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A large number of work report on accidental intake of Me-Hg because of consumption of
seed-corn treated by fungicide contains Me-Hg. (Pakistan 1961 [10], Guatemala 1965 [ U ] , Iraq
1956-60 [12], Iraq 1971 [14]).

The Hg content in hair and blood was used for determination of amount of Hg intake.
Correlation was found between the Hg content in hair and blood and the daily consumption average
amount of fish [13]. Similar comparisons were made in Japan between the Hg in hair and fish
consumption [9]. The investigation of Hg content along the hair string makes it possible to determine
the peak time of Hg intake [9,15].

Animal experiments and accidental human cases show that the Hg content in hair can serve
as indicator of exposure to Hg [9, 15, 16, 17].

It is surprising that in spite of many cases with sporadic character and epidemic measure took
place, there is not hair standard for Hg by this time. This arises the demand at the IAEA to have hair
standard with known Hg content. In this paper we outline our plan for getting suitable hair standard
with different Hg content.

EXPERIMENT

For that very reason we decided to exposure animals to Me-Hg at different dose. For the
experiment there are selected guinea pigs and rats. The Hg intake will be carried out in drinking
water, and the hair cut is planed to perform depending on strength of hair growth. The Hg content
in the hair samples cut will be measured immediately after cutting to determine the saturation time
of Hg in hair. The continuity of experiment is planned to be 60-70 days. At the end of experiment
the animals will be sacrificed, and dissected. Following tissue samples will be prepared: brain, liver,
kidney and testis. Measurement of concentration of Hg and other elements will be carried out by
source and tube excited XRF analysis.
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Animals
The experiment will be started on 1st of July with 33 guinea pigs and 33 rats. The animals
will be divided into three groups ( U - H animal in each group). Two groups for experiment with
different dose of Me-Hg per day, and the third group for control. The animal specifications: Guinea
pigs; LATI, dapple, 200-300 g at set-out Rats; VISTAR, 160-200 g at set-out. AH animal will be
male and SPF quality.

Dose ofMe-Hg
Taking into account figures from Tables HII. and those of S. Ohmori and K. Hashimoto [18]
we hope successful application of a lower and a higher daily dose of Me-Hg: 2.5 mg/kg (b. wt.)/day
and 5 mg/kg (b. wt.)/day for rats and 7.5 mg/kg( b. wt.)/day and 15.0 mg/kg (b. wt.)/day for guinea
pigs. The intake of Me-Hg is planned to perform into drinking water. (Table IV)

TABLE I. ACUTE TOXICITY OF INORGANIC MERCURY SALTS
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Compound

Animal

Intake

Hg(I)-iodide
Hg(I)-iodide
Hg(II)-acetate
Hg(II)-iodide
HgOIHodide
Hg(II)-chloride
Hg(II)-chloride

mouse
rat
rat
mouse
rat
rat
mouse

oral
oral
oral
oral
oral
subcut.
subcut.

LD30.
(mg/kg b. wt.)

110
>310

104
80
40
3
6
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TABLE H. ACUTE TOXICITY OF ARIL-MERCURY COMPOUNDS

Compound

Animal

Intake

PhenyI-Hg(II)-acet.
Phenyl-Hg(II)-acet.
Phenyl-Hg(II)-acst.
Phenyl-Hg(II)-acet.
Phenyl-Hg(II)-acet.
Phenyl-Hg(II)-acet.
Phenyl-Hg(II)-nif.

mouse

oral
oral
oral
oral
oral
i.p.
i.v.

rat
mouse

rat
poult

rat
mouse

LD»
(mg/kg b. wt.)

13
60
70
46
-60
-10
27

TABLE m . ACUTE TOXICITY OF ALKYL-HG0I) COMPOUNDS

Compound

Methyl-HgOI)-chl.
Methyl-Hg(II)-chl.
Methyl-Hg(II)-cnl.
Methyl-HgOD-cW.
n-Prop-Hg(jl)-chl.
n-Butil-Hg(II)-chl.

Animal

Intake

mouse

i.p.
oral
oral
oral
i.p.
i.p.

rat
mouse

rat
mouse
mouse

LDj 0
(mg/kg b. wt.)

47
58
28
50
18
15

TABLE IV. DOSES TO BE CONSUMED BY ANIMALS

Dose 1 (Dl) mg/kg(b.wt)
Dose 2 (D2) mg/kg(b.wt)
Me2-Hg in drinking water (Dl)(ppm)
Me2-Hg in drinking water (D2)(ppm)

Rat

Guinea pig

5
5
50
100

7.5
15
50
100
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Sampling

Hair cut will be carried out on all animals at the set-out. On the experimental animals the hair
cut will be regularly repeated by ten days on guinea pigs and by twenty days on rats. At the end of
experiment the hair cut will be repeated on control animals too. At the end of experiment all the
animals will be sacrificed duration of about one week. The tissues (brain, liver kidney, testis) will be
collected and freezing to lower than -18°C. After the dissection the tissues will be homogenized and
lyophilized. The wet weight and dry weight will be determined at all samples. After drying the tissue
samples will be pelletized (m = 100 mg, $ = 10 mm).

Measurement of Hg concentrations in samples

The measurement of Hg concentration in different samples will be carried out by EDXRFA
excited by source and tube radiation. The energy resolution of x-ray spectrometer is equal to 160 eV.
The LOD (Limit of Detection = mass corresponding to 3VBg) attainable in a reasonable
measurement time is equal to 3 mg/kg for source excitation and for tube excitation that is equal to
1 mg/kg. But in case of application a polarized beam for excitation or a Bragg selector to reduce the
V \ckground the LOD can be reduced by one or two order of magnitude. The measurement set-up is
shown in Fig. 1.

From the concentration of Hg and other elements measured, we hope to determine the
saturation time for Hg at different intake rate, and to study the correlations and anti correlations
between the Hg and other elements (bioelements) in different tissues.
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PREPARATION
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STANDARD

HAIR

MATERIAL

AND

DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY
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Analytical Chemistry Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Bombay 400 085
India
'Chief Scientific Investigator

INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric pollutants (aerosols, air participates) have received due attention but
biomonitoring of exposure to the pollutants has only begun to receive the deserved attention. We had
demonstrated in our earlier work [1-5] about the role of human scalp hair as an effective monitor for
exposure to inorganic (metric) pollutants. Most of this work were at the initiation of a programme
by the Agency in 1970s.
One view of the role of hair in the scheme of monitoring exposure to environmental mineral
pollutants from anthropogenic sources is depicted in the figure. The major hurdles in the realisation
of these objectives seem to stem from the different pathways of the pollutants in the environment into
the system and from the gap in our knowledge and the correlations, exposure Vs dose (rate) and the
concentration levels in hair Vs body burden. Although significant amount of work has been carried
out in this regard, thanks to the coordinated research programme in the Agency in the early 1980s,
doubts still exist about the effectiveness of the role of hair and definitiveness of the inference from
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the trace element data on hair. It is our considered opinion that hair is perhaps the most efficient first
level monitor in a multi-level scheme of biomonitoring of environmental exposure.

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
Primary objectives and the scope of our plan of work will be preparation of "standard
material* of hair with the help of the Agency and development and validation of analytical
methodologies for total mercury and alkyl mercury; we anticipate problems in the characterisation
with respect to alkyl mercury from the point of standards and availability of suitable and adequate
samples.

WORK PROGRAMME
Preparation of standard material will involve procurement of material, in this case from a
place of worship where hair is offered to the Lord.
The social customs and habits and the mode of hair removal provide a fairly clean raw
material for processing.After preliminary cleaning, the hair will be washed first with acetone
folllowed by demineralised water 3 times and finally again with acetone and air dried. It will be
sterilised by gamma radiation before shipment to Vienna for homogenisation. It is planned to have
final product of about 10 Kg.
Analytical methodologies planned to be used are direct measurement by INAA and digestion
of sample in a closed system prior to measurement by cold vapour AAS. Gas chromatography with
Electron capture detection is planned to be used for the measurement of methyl mercury content.
Participation in Intercomparison run with hair material supplied by us using different
analytical techniques will form a component part of a validation process. Analytical competences and
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the facilities available to us are summarised, along with broad areas of programme of work being
pursued in the Analytical Chemistry Division, in Annexure I.
The results for a set of 17 randomly selected hair samples is given in the table and the method
of measurement was by cold vapour atomic absorption at the current stage of development.
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Annexure I

ANALYTICAL COMPETENCES
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY DIVISION
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE

- DISTILLATION

SEPARATION APPROACHES

-PRECIPITATION
- SOLVENT EXTRACTION
- CHROMATOGRAPHY
- ELECTROCHEMICAL

MEASUREMENTS APPROACHES

- PRIMARY METHODS

Gravimetry
Volumetry

- ELECTROCHEMICAL

Conductometry
Coulometry
Chronopotentiometry
Voltammetry
Polarography

' GASES AND

Gas chromatography

MOLECULAR ANALYSIS H.P.L.C.
Low pressure methods
Inert gas fusion
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Thermal neutron

- NUCLEAR

activation.
Radiochemical/
instrumental.
Fast neutron activation
Charged particles
Prompt activation

- SPECTROCHEMICAL

Spectrophotometry
Spectrofluorimetry
Atomic Absorption
Mass spectrometry

- THERM0CHEM1CAL

Calorimetry
Thermal analysis
(DTA/TGA//EGA)
Specific heat

ULTRA-TRACE ANALYSIS FACILITY

Metal tree environment; cleanliness better
than class 100 on work surface; reagent
purification; atomic spectrometry (ICP-AES,
AAS flame/furnace); electrochemistry and
nuclear methods, for measurement.

PROGRAMME COMPONENTS

-Compositional characterisation of materials,
-Support to Department's programme

(mostly

materials science).
-Collaboration with other agencies for application to
environment, forensic and earth sciences.
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-Research in analytical chemistry directed towards
specific

objectives including problem

solving.

SG, ACD, BARC.

TABLE I. HG CONCENTRATIONS IN 17 RANDOMLY SELECTED HAIR SAMPLES FROM
TIRUPATHY (VALUES IN MG/GÏ

0.36

0.21

1.23

0.17

0.45

0.22

0.06

0.88

0.26

0.15

0.50

0.53

0.25

0.45

0.46

0.40

0.17

Analysed by ALI/THANTRY
Precision of measurements : ± 10%
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MERCURY LEVELS IN DEFINED ITALIAN POPULATION GROUPS
G. Ingrao*1, P. Belloni1, G.P. Santaroni1
1

ENEA, CRE Casacda AMB-BIO CP. 2400

000100 Roma, Italy
a

Istituto Nanonale delta Nutrizione, Via Ardeatina 546,
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'Chief Scientific Investigator

INTRODUCTION
Our group conducts its research activity in the Department AMB-BIO (Biological and Sanitary
Effects of Toxic Agents) of ENEA (National Committee for Research and Development of Nuclear
and Alternative Energy) at the research centre of Casaccia. Principal task of this department is
studying the effects of toxic agents on humans, animals and in general on the ecosystem and to
develop knowledge and technology useful for the protection of the human health and the environment.
One of the main research activities that has been carried out in the past by our group, in collaboration
with the Italian National Institute of Nutrition, concerns the transfer from the environment to humans
of trace elements important because they are toxic and/or nutritionally essential. The food chain is
the main pathway leading to humans for most of the trace elements, the research, therefore has been
directed mainly towards the study of the variability of the trace element content in the Italian diet.
This programme aims at assessing the adequacy of the essential trace elements ingestion, and to verify
that the ingestion of toxic trace elements is below the recommended values. Part of this research was
conducted in the frame of the IAEA CRP on "Human daily Intakes of Nutritionally Important Trace
Elements as Measured by Nuclear and Other Techniques".
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In particular, we have studied selected population groups exposed to elevated levels of
mercury because of profession or dietary habits. Shut down of the mercury mines and associated ore
treatment plants has decreased importance in Italy of the exposure to mercury through inhalation.
Therefore priority has been given to programmes which study the effects of the ingestion of mercury
and methylmercury through the diet. It is well known that fish and fish products usually are the main
sources of methylmercury to the diet Therefore, individuals that have a high fish consumption are
likely to exceed the tolerable recommended weekly intake (PTWI) of mercury set by FAO and WHO
(0.3 ing of total mercury per person of which no more than 0.2 rag should be present as
methylmercury) and be exposed to potential adverse consequences to their health. The results of a
dietary survey [1] indicate that because of the relatively low fish consumption for the- Italian
population, the national average is 12.5 kg per year, the risk of exposure to elevated levels of
mercury through the diet in Italy is generally minimum. However, other studies carried out by the
National Institute of Nutrition and FAO [2] have shown that there are some population groups having
a fish consumption significantly higher than the average value for the Italian population. These groups
are usually found in coastal towns were fishing is one of the main occupation and generally includes
fishermen, fish dealers, restaurant workers and their families. A pilot study was conducted in one of
these towns, Bagnara Calabra in the South of Italy, where the average fish consumption is 27.1 kg
per year, which is more than twice the national average. The results have shown that the mercury
concentration in the diet is significantly higher than in other Italian locations, the mercury levels in
blood and hair sample in these subjects are also significantly higher than the values reported for
subjects of the general Italian population [3,4].

RESEARCH PROTOCOL

The aim of the research programme, that we will carry out with the collaboration of the
National Institute of Nutrition, is evaluating the effects of elevated intakes of mercury in individuals
of population groups that studies have previously shown have a high fish consumption. Because of
the well known protective action of selenium against the toxic effects of heavy metals we also plan
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to determine the level of this element in all the samples. The research protocol that we intend to
fallow includes the following steps:

1.

Selection of subgroups from residents living in towns were fishing is one of the main
occupation. A first tentative selection includes the towns of Bagnara Calabra, Fiumicino and
Ravenna all located along the coast in Southern, Central and in Northern Italy, respectively.
Selection of other locations could be done at a later stage.

2.

Determine the levels of exposure in the selected subjects by measuring mercury and
methylmercury in the hair samples.

3.

Blood samples and duplicate diets will be collected from those subjects which have high levels
of mercury in the hair to evaluate the short-term exposure to mercury. This data is of
particular interest for pregnant women because mercury, not blocked effectively by the
placenta, can reach the foetus. In fact it has been found that the concentration in the fetal red
blood cells is approximately 30% higher than in those of the mother [5].

4.

A search for damage indicators at a cellular level preceding the onset of clinical damage will
be carried out for a subgroup of adult subjects of both sexes with elevated levels of
methylmercury in hair. It has been found that the mercury cations have high affinity for the
sulfhydryl groups of proteins [S]. These thiol groups are present also on the cellular
membrane proteins where they play an essential role for the normal permeability and transport
properties of the cell membrane. The interaction between mercury and the sulfhydryl groups
will result in cellular damage caused by free radicals formation and subsequent oxidative
processes. Because malonaldehyde is the result of the oxidation process of fatty acids we plan
to measure this compound in blood samples as a tentative indicator of the cellular damage
caused by the mercury exposure.

5.

Pilot longitudinal study to verify the possibility of a correlation between the preclinical
damage indicators and the effects that will develop at a later stage.
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METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
Sample treatment
Hair samples are washed, according to the IAEA protocol, once in acetone, three times in
bidistUIed water and once more in acetone. During each wash the samples stand at room temperature
for 10 min in contact with the solvent while being stirred constantly. Blood samples, collected by
venipuncture using heparinized evacuated blood collection tubes, are separated into plasma and blood
cells by centrifugation. Duplicate diets are first freeze dried and then homogenized win a blender
having titanium knives.
Determination of total mercury and other trace elements
The instrumental neutron activation analysis is the analytical method used for the
determination of total mercury and other trace elements. The samples are enclosed in pure quartz vials
and irradiated in the 1 MW Triga Reactor at the Casaccia research centre for about 14 hours in a
thermal neutron flux of approximately 2.6x10" n-cm~2-s'. Standard reference materials (NIST and
IAEA) are also irradiated at each run. The continuous rotation of the irradiation facility ensures a
uniform neutron flux for all the samples. After an appropriate cooling time the samples are transferred
to polyethylene containers and measured by gamma spectrometry using high-purity germanium
detectors with relative efficiency of about 20% and a resolution (FWHM) of 1.9 keV at the 1332 keV
peak. The EG&G Ortec computer program Omnigam is used for the analysis of the gamma spectra.

Determination ofmethylmercury
The levels of methylmercury are measured by the gas-chromatography method described by
Zelenko and Kosta [6] modified in the extraction phase to obtain the separation of phospholipids. The
final benzene extract is injected in a Perkin-Elmer Sigma 300 gas-chromatograph equipped with
electron capture detector.
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Determination of malonaldehyde

Malonaldehyde levels are detennined by the colorimetric method using thiobarbituric acid.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Fishing is one of the most important industries in Malaysia, providing the people with

employment and supplying them with protein from the fish. Fish comprises about 80% of the protein
intake of the population. In recent years industrialisation and urbanisation have encroached into many
coastal fishing villages, which in many cases cause water pollution. As a result, the livelihood of
small inshore fishermen have been threatened or destroyed. At the same time coastal fishes are
contaminated by pollutants from industrial wastes especially the toxic heavy metals. Our studies
showed that the average mercury levels in marine commercial fishes marketed in Malaysia range from
0.08 - 0.46 mg/kg wet weight. It is apparent that fish is a possible source of mercury exposure to the
general population in Malaysia. Our previous study showed that the mean level of mercury in head
hair samples from Malaysian population was 3.36 mg/kg. This concentration level was relatively
higher than those found in other countries. However, the level was comparable to Japanese
population. This could be due to high consumption of fish and fish products among Malaysian and
Japanese.

Under this coordinated research programme we plan to carry out a systematic study on the
intake of mercury through fish consumption. This will be the first of such a project to be carried out
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in Malaysia. At the moment there are several on going projects on the analysis of toxic heavy metals
in food and food stuff being carried out by other groups. Some of their data will be useful for our
project.
During the first year of the project the study will be conducted at the Kuala Juni Village in
Penang. This is a typical fishing village which is being surrounded by industrial estate. Later on
similar study will be conducted in other areas such as Pasir Gudang in Johor and Chukai in
Terengganu.

2.

PROGRAMME OF WORK
This project will envisage the following objectives:

(a)

To carry out a systematic study on the analysis of mercury in head hair samples from
population groups in selected fishing villages located within industrial zones.

(b)

To carry out a survey on the daily intake of fish and fishery products by the population
group.

(c)

To carry out a systematic study on the analysis of mercury in fish and fishery products
samples available to and consumed by the population group.

(d)

To carry out analysis of mercury in riverine, estuarine and marine sediments in the vicinity
of the selected fishing villages.

(e)
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Evaluation of data to study the probable health effects in the exposed persons.
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3.

STUDY AREA
Kuala Juru in Penang is one of the worse affected fishing village by pollutants from industrial

effluents. There are about 50 households in the village with a total population of about 400. Most of
them are working as fishermen. Next to the village is the Perai Industrial Estate, one of the largest
estate in the country. In the 1970's the effluent from the estate had virtually killed most of the fishes
in the Juru River. It had affected the livelihood of the fishermen. In order to compensate for their lost
income, the government encouraged them to cultivate sea- cockles as sea cockles are more resistant
to pollutants. Many sea-cockle beds are found along the coastal area as shown in Figure 1.

4.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

4.1.

Sample preparation
Fish and cockles samples will be collected from the study area. The samples will be kept

refrigerated and brought to the laboratory. The samples will be then cleaned with distilled water. Only
the edible portion will be used for the analysis. The cleaned samples will be kept at shelf freezer at
-15°C and then dried in a freeze dryer. The dried samples will be then blended and homogenised in
a clean blender with stainless steel blades. The homogenised samples will be kept in plastic bottles
for analysis.
Hair samples will be collected from donors in the study area by single cutting from the
occipital region in accordance with the IAEA protocols. The IAEA recommended washing procedure
is as follows: wash hair (tied in lock) successively in acetone, thrice in water, and once more in
acetone. Add sufficient amounts of the above solvents to cover the sample entirely. At each wash,
allow the sample to stand at room temperature for 10 minutes in contact with the solvent with constant
stirring. After each wash, decant the liquid and add fresh solvent. Carry out the washing in a dust
free enclosure.
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4.2.

Samples irradiation
About 200 mg of each sample will be packed in precleaned quartz vial. Standard will be

prepared from standard chemical solution dropped on ashless filter paper and will be packed in a
quartz vial after drying. Samples and standards will be irradiated in the PUSPATITRIGA Reactor
for 8-36 hours at a neutron flux of 3 x 1012 n-cm'-s"1.

4.3.

Measurement of activities

The gamma ray activities of the samples and standards will be measured by a high resolution
gamma spectroscopy system comprising of the following modules:

*

High Purity Coaxial N-Type Germanium detector with thin Be window (Tennelec,
Model CNYDS 30-15190)

*

High Voltage Power Supply (Tennelec, Model Tc-950)

*

Spectroscopy amplifier (Tennelec, Model TC-244)

*

Microcomputer based MCA system with IBM compatible 80386 SX data processor
and 40MB Hard Disc
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*

8192 channel ADC (Nucleus Model PCA11-8000)

*

Router Multiplexer (Nucleus, Model DMR H-108)

*

NIM and Bin Power Supply (Tennelec, Model TB4/TC 911-6)

*

Digital Spectrum Stabiliser (Nucleus, Model DSS11-100)

Annex 10

*

Laser Jet Printer (HP, Model 2277A)

*

Gamma Data Reduction Software (Nucleus, Model GDR-PC) for automatic qualitative
and quantitative analysis of gamma spectra from germanium detectors.

Résolution of detector is 1.2 keV at 1332 keV of Co-60 with a relative efficiency of 20%.
Peak to Compton ratio is 45:1.

The element of interest in this work is mercury. Since neutron activation analysis is capable
of detecting many elements in a samples, other important elements will be given due attention such
as arsenic, selenium, antimony, cobalt and zinc. The nuclear data for elements of interest are shown
in Table L

The determination of mercury via the 279.1 keV photopeak is interfered by the 279.6 keV
of Se-75. Correction has to be made for the photopeak contribution.

Accuracy and precision of the proposed analytical technique will be evaluated by analyzing
standard reference materials such as MA-A-2 fish muscle (IAEA), mussel tissues (NIES), Bowen's
kale, hair (NIES). In our previous work we found that the analysis of mercury in MA-A-2 by INAA
was rather difficult, however other elements were analyzed with satisfactory accuracy and precision.

5.

RELATED WORK

In recent years we have been working on the following projects.

A.

Analysis of mercury in hair of dental personnel

In this project 32 dental personnel agreed to have their scalp hair analyzed for mercury. The
number of volunteers represents about only 3% of total dental personnel in the country. Fifteen
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TABLE I. Nuclear data for elements of interest

Element

Nuclide

Half-Life

E(keV)

Hg

Hg-203

46.9 d

279.1

Se

Se-75

12Od

279.6

Se

Se-77m

17.5 s

162

As

As-76

26.3 h

559.2

Br

Br-82

35.3 h

554

Sb

Sb-122

2.8 d

564

Co

Co-60

5.26 a

1173

Zn

Zn-65

245 d

1115

samples were from surgery assistants whilst seventeen were from dental surgeons. Only 50% of
thesamples were found to contain normal level of mercury in head hair. Others were found to contain
elevated levels of mercury at 2-20 times the normal level of 5 mg/kg.

B.

Analysis of trace elements in coastal fish samples.

The aim of this study was to investigate the contents of trace elements in coastal fish samples
collected from different location along the West coast of Peninsular Malaysia. The analytical
techniques involved were neutron activation, atomic absorption spectrometry and anodic stripping
voltametry. By using these techniques most of the essential and toxic trace elements in the fish tissues
can be determined.
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The mean values for the samples analyzed for As, Hg, Sb and Se as expressed in mg/kg wet
weight are shown in Table n .

TABLE H. Mean values for As, Hg, Sb and Se in coastal fish samples. Values in mg/kg wet weight

As

Hg

Sb

Se

Squid

4.894

0.294

0.064

0.86

Spanish Mackerel

4.314

0.424

0.334

0.41

Indian Mackerel

4.914

0.294

0.534

1.28

Prawn

5.614

0.324

0.454

0.42

Clamp

n.d.

n.d.

0.024

0.58

The arsenic contents of all the samples analyzed were higher than the prescribed concentration
under the Food Regulation of Malaysia at 1.0 mg/kg wet weight. Other elements were still within the
permissible levels. Squid muscle always contains high levels of cadmium compared to other fishes
tissues. This suggested that squid can be used as a biological indicator for cadmium pollution.

C.

Analysis of trace elements in river sediment samples.

The distribution of heavy metals in several river basins in Malaysia were studied by neutron
activation analysis. The elements analyzed were arsenic, cadmium, cerium, cobalt, chromium,
caesium, lanthanum, rubidium, antimony, scandium, thorium, uranium and zinc. The concentration
of arsenic, cadmium, cerium, cobalt, scandium, antimony, and zinc were generally highest in the
suspended materials, whereas the concentration of chromium, rubidium and thorium were always
highest in the sediments. Arsenic levels in the Langat River Basin were found to be slightly higher
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than the natural concentration. The wide use of arsenical herbicides in plantations along the river
could be a source of arsenic pollution. The concentration levels of arsenic and copper in the Linggi
River Basin sediments were found to be higher than the normal levels. Arsenic pollution was caused
by extensive use of arsenical herbicides, while copper pollution was due to effluents from piggery
wastes. In the Sepang River sediments high levels of cobalt and selenium were found. These elevated
levels could be due to effluents from the animal farms located within the river basin.
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ANALYTICAL

QUALITY

CONTROL

IN

STUDIES

OF

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE TO MERCURY

M. Horvat

Nuclear Chemistry Department
"Josef Stefan" Institute
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

(1)

OUR INTENDED PROGRAMME OF WORK WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THIS
CRP:

The importance of studies of exposure of human population to mercury through excessive
seafood consumption is well known. A considerable amount of work has been done on such studies.
However, the intakes of methyl mercury associated with threshold effects on human health, and
particularly with regard to foetal effects, remain largely undefined.

In such studies it is vital that the analytical results should be of demonstrable quality and that
in a co-ordinated multicentre programme analytical work should be controlled to ensure compatibility
of results and compliance with quality control (Q.C.) objectives. As noted in the Agency's material,
a good way of ensuring this is to appoint an experienced "reference laboratory". Our objective is to
participate in the new CRP as a reference and quality assurance laboratory, with the possibility of
ninning formal/informal training courses for other participants in total and methyl mercury analysis
and Se determination.

A selected number of samples from participating laboratories could be run in parallel in our
laboratory as a check on analytical performance. It will be necessary to liaise very closely with the
Agency protocols and recommended analytical procedures to ensure good precision and accuracy by
participating laboratories, in designing exercises to validate and periodically check proficiency, and
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in the selection of reference materials and the preparation of suitable new hair reference materials for
the programme.

In addition, as a supplementary programme we would like to participate in a multidisciplinary
study involving one or more of the other participating groups, connected with a population definitely
at risk from excessive sea food consumption, with emphasis on health effects, particularly on the
foetus. Such a partner (or partners) should have the necessary epidemiological expertise and need
analytical assistance.

(2)

THE ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES THAT WE INTEND TO USE, TOGETHER WITH
SOME RELEVANT DETAILS OF OUR LABORATORY FACILITIES:

Previous and current work on relevant topics in the Nuclear Chemistry Department has been
connected mainly with the development and optimization of analytical procedures for the
detennination of total and methyl mercury in various biological and environmental samples.

Two methods for total mercury determination were developed; neutron activation analysis
(NAA) based on volatilization separation of mercury (this method allows Se to be determined from
Ae same sample aliquot) [1,2], and cold vapour atomic absorption spectrophotometry (CV AAS) [3-6]
based on reduction-amalgamation separation. The detection limit for determination of Hg in biological
and environmental samples is about 0.1 ng/g. The accuracy and precision of the analytical results for
total mercury were checked by the analysis of certified reference materials (CRMs). Methods for
determination of total mercury in water samples [7,8] and air [9,10] were also developed; these
detection limits are 0.1 ng/L and 0.S ng Hg/m3, respectively.

Different methods for isolation of methyl mercury (volatilization, extraction, distillation and
ion-exchange) in various biological and environmental samples over wide concentration levels and its
detennination by gas chromatography and CV AAS were developed [11-14]. Since up to the present
there are only four CRMs for MeHg of marine biological matrices, it is necessary to use other
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methods of quality control to check the accuracy of results. These include use of in-house or
interlaboratory standards, the standard addition method, participation in interlaboratory comparisons,
and the use of several different analytical methods [IS].
In order to improve detection limits for the determination of total mercury in water samples
and air, a new detection system (cold vapour atomic fluorescence detector, AFS) will be installed.
Following the procedure of Bloom (N.BIoom, Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci., VoI 46, 1989) picogramm
levels of methyl mercury will be determined by aqueous phase ethylation, followed by cryogenic gas
chromatography with cold vapour atomic fluorescence detection in water and other low methyl
mercury content samples.

As regards analytical quality assurance, we have participated in many intercomparison
exercises for total and methyl mercury determination in marine biological samples, such as those
organized by the IAEA Laboratory in Monaco and have also attended the Workshop on
Organomercury in Monaco (1989). We have taken part in many intercomparison exercises of the
IAEA (Vienna) and Monaco laboratories, an intercomparison on methylmercury organized by BCR
- Community Bureau of Reference in Brussels, and in the certification programmes of NIST (NBS)
Washington, as a co-operating laboratory.

Facilities presently available for the project:

Two LDC/Milton Roy double beam mercury monitors, with chart recorder and
semi-automated associated equipment for CV AAS measurement of mercury.

Hewlett-Packard 5890 gas chromatograph and HP 3390A integrator, associated G.C. columns
for methyl/organomercury analysis.

Cold vapour atomic fluorescence detector, Brooks Rand Ltd, USA; not yet installed.
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TRIGA Mark II reactor, radiochemistry laboratories, counting equipment for gamma
spectroscopy including 6 Ge detectors, 3 NaI detectors, multichannel analyzer, etc, for
neutron activation analysis of mercury.
Two specialized laboratories for mercury analysis, with sub-boiling still, heating blocks, UV
lamps, digesters, centrifuges, etc.
Sample preparation laboratory with clean bench.

(3) RELATED WORK ALREADY CARRIED WITHIN THE LAST FEW YEARS
In our laboratory a reference method protocol for determination of total and methyl mercury
and selenium in human hair has been developed for the purpose of a project on evaluation of methyl
mercury in Mediterranean populations and related health hazards, within the framework of the
long-term Programme for Pollution Monitoring and Research in the Mediterranean Sea, organized
by WHO in collaboration with WHO and UNEP [16].
In collaboration with marine Institutions along the Adriatic coast (Rovinj, Split) we have
participated in UNEP and national mercury monitoring programmes in the marine environment
[17-23). We are also holders of a research contract "Establishment of mercury levels in the Adriatic
Sea" organized by IAEA, Monaco [8].
In order to continue a recently completed programme on methyl mercury exposure due to
seafood consumption organized by WHO/UNEP/FAO, we have established collaboration with the
Maternity Hospital in Split, the Institute of Child Health in Athens, and the Faculty of Medicine and
Surgery in Padua to collect more information on mercury levels in seafood types, data on
consumption patterns, identification of groups most at risk via mercury in hair analyses (and blood
if considered necessary), and studies of possible effects in such groups, especially due to pre-natal
exposure. Some results on this topics have already been published [24-27]
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IAEA CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME ON
ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE TO MERCURY IN SELECTED
HUMAN POPULATIONS AS STUDIED BY NUCLEAR AND OTHER TECHNIQUES

QUESTIONNAIRE

IDENTIFICATION
Name:
Community:
Sample collected on:
(yy/mm/dd)

POPULATION GROUP

Weight
(kg)
Children

Height
(cm)

Age:
Years

Sex

I

Age:
Months
•

Number of
conceptions

Il
Date last
delivery
Il
yy/mm/dd |

lillSllilli

Pregnant
woman
Nursing
woman
Man

r -I

V-''%

Woman
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HABITS
Yes

No

Quantity

Smoking
Alcohol

Other (specify)
NUTRITIONAL HABITS
Yes

No

Vegetables
Dairy products
Meat (pork, beef, etc.)
Poultry products
Bread
Others (specify)

Times/week
Fish (sea or fresh
water fish)
Shellfish
Cuttlefish
Algae
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Qauntity/meal

Mode of preparation
(cooked, fried, canned)

Origin
(local, market)
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OCCUPATION
1. Domestic labour

2. Student

3. Commerce

-

4. Agriculture

5. Drover

6. Fishery

7. Industry (exposure to Hg)
- Chlorine or NaOH production
- Felt hat manufacture
- Laboratory work with Hg
(i.e., dentistry)
- Paint and paper industry
- Electrical apparatus production
- Manufacture of drugs
containing Hg

8. Industry (non exposure to Hg)

9. Others (specify)
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